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MIKLOSSARVARY*
withprivatevalue (e.g.,
The authorstudiesthe pricingof information
managementconsulting,legaladvice,medicaldiagnosis).Anecdotalevidence shows thatin some of these markets,competinginformation
sellers splitthe business to sell onlyfirstor second opinionsto theircustomers. The author explains this pricingpractice by showing that
second-opinion markets are a result of temporal differentiation.
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Imagine that a patient visits a neurologist to ask for a
diagnosis regardingan annoying headache.Most likely, the
doctor recommends a change of lifestyle or a minor cure
involving some medicine, and the patient goes home reassured. What if, however, the doctor diagnoses a majordisease that requiresserious surgery?In this case, the patientis
likely to seek a second opinion from anotherspecialist. Furthermore,the patient will probablylook for a well-reputed
expert and pay a premiumfor the second opinion.
This article studies similar situations, in which firms sell
private informationto consumers,which is defined as information that is valuable only (or mainly) to the client for
whom it has been produced. Beyond medical diagnosis,
examples include other professional consulting services,
from accounting to strategic managementadvice. In such
markets, temporal differentiation,in which a firm specializes in selling second opinions to clients, can often be
observed. The medical profession is a familiar example.
Most people will seek a second opinion if a major disease
has been diagnosed by their specialist. Often, the second
specialist is an expert who tends to deal with complicated
cases only. Recently, most insurance companies explicitly
requirepatients to obtain a second opinion when they have
been recommendedmajorsurgeryby their primaryspecialist.' An article in BusinessWeek(1985) shows the results of
these programsfor several surgical interventions(see Table

RESULTSOF MANDATORY
SECONDOPINIONS
Opposedby Second Doctor

OperationsProposed
Number

Number

Percentage

Varicosevein
Breast
Back
Bunion
Knee
Prostate
Hysterectomy

6
23
29
22
58
17
53

3
9
11
8
16
3
9

50
39
38
36
28
18
17

Gallbladder

25

3

12

Tonsils and adenoids
Dilation and curettage
Cataract
Hernia
Nose

43
43
52
39
25

5
3
3
2
1

12
7
6
5
4

435

76

17

Type

Total

Source:Owens-Illinois Inc. Adaptedfrom BusinessWeek(1985).

1). The article also documents that in response to insurers'
(and patients') needs for these services, a fraction of
experts-those with generally higher perceived qualityspecialize in providing second opinions only.2 In this way,
although they serve only a small fraction of the patients,
they benefit from the higher value of their advice. Indeed,
the article documents that the price of a second opinion is
significantly higher than the mostly standardizedprice of a
first diagnosis.
In addition to medicine, second-opinion services can be
observed in other professionalconsulting service areas,such
as engineering, finance, marketing,and law. Binary Engineering Associates, for example, is a consulting firm that
provides a special second-opinion service in various legal
cases that involve mechanical engineering, fire protection

ISeveral studies explicitly document the savings from these so-called
mandatorysecond opinion programs(see, e.g., Chu, Lavoie, and McCarthy
1992; Rosenberget al. 1991).
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2Examples of medical associations providing second opinion services
include MFHE's Second Opinion Service and Cancer Care Associates,
among others.
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engineering, electrocutions,and othersimilarproblems.The
Devil's Advocate is a legal fee managementand litigation
consulting firm that offers second opinions in litigation
cases (Klausner, Miller, and Painter 1998). Although the
firm is organized as a regularlaw firm, it does not have its
own litigation practice; it only gets involved if a second
opinion is needed. In marketingand media planning, there
are several experts that specialize in providing secondopinion services. Documentedexamples include CampbellMithun/Chicago's second-opinion service for food service
clients, as well as Trout& Ries and Fusion GroupTwo, both
of which are marketingconsulting firms thatprovidesecond
opinions on communication programs.3 Second-opinion
services are also abundantamong portfolio analysts, as is
documentedin an article in Medical Economics (1994). The
article points out that many good portfolio analysts do not
actively solicit consumer business. However,in problematic
situations, clients tend to find them. One of the analysts
explains, "I am often asked to do analysis only, providingno
services beyond renderinga second opinion"(p. 131).
The existence of special second-opinion services is not
always a characteristicof professional consulting services.
A clear example is accounting, in which firms do not specialize in providing second opinions, even though the
demand for a second audit is not rare. Furthermore,there
does not seem to be a difference between the prices of first
or second opinions. Evidence shows that accounting firms
tend to compete strongly for a contracton the initialevaluation of the client by lowering prices close to marginalcosts,
a strategy called "lowballing."4Another example of professional consultants that do not seem to specialize in providing first or second opinions is the large informationtechnology (IT) analyst firms, such as GartnerGroup, Forrester
Research, Meta Group, Yankee Group, and others. Often,
these firms help clients choose between emerging technologies and applications through customized consulting services or company-specific reportson competitiveand market
trends.Although it is not rarefor clients to hire multipleanalysts (Forrester,for example, claims that 90% of its clients
are also Gartnerclients), these consulting firms do not specialize in providing first or second opinions. Also, their
prices, though perceived to be high by clients, tend to be in
the same range.5
In view of this anecdotalevidence, the goal of this article
is to study competing firms' pricing strategies in private
information markets. In particular,under what conditions
will (and can) firms specialize in selling second opinions to
theirclients? Privateinformationmarketsare typically characterized by a consultative sales process. As a result of this
process, clients typically commission informationfrom one
firm at a time, and firms are usually familiarwith the client's
decision problem. In other words, firms can assess the value
of informationthey provide and thus can price the information accordingly. This is importantbecause the value of
additional information changes over time as a function of
3See Marketing& Media Decisions (1985), Business Marketing(1987),
and MarketingNews (1981).
4For a recent theoretical article showing that lowballing can occur even
without positive transaction costs for switching auditors, see Schatzberg
(1994).
5See InformationWeek's(Violino and Levin 1997) recent survey of 300
informationsystems executives on IT analysts' services.

the contentof the informationthatwas previouslysold to the
client. How should informationsellers price their products
in such competitive situations? Should they target all consumers in their initial search for information,or should they
cater only to a subset of consumers with a high valuationfor
a second opinion? In particular, how will this decision
depend on the competing experts' product characteristics
and costs? My goal is to provide meaningful insights to
answer these questions.
The next section briefly summarizes the relevant literature, and then I presenta model of privateinformationmarkets. I solve this model and relate the findings to the examples presentedpreviously.The articleends with a discussion
of the results and conclusions. For improvedreadability,all
derivationsand extensions are given in an Appendix, which
is availableon request.
RELATEDLITERATURE
Among recentarticles in informationmarketing,the most
similar to the presentstudy is Sarvaryand Parker's(1997),
which focuses on competition among informationsellers.6
The fundamentaldifference is that though their article pertains to static competitionin public informationmarkets,the
presentarticle studies dynamic competition in privateinformation markets. In private informationmarkets,firms sell
informationthatis valuableonly (or mainly) to the customer
for whom the informationhas been specifically produced.
As mentioned previously, in this setting, prices are determined througha consultativesales process.7As a result, the
firm is familiar with the client's decision problem and has
the opportunityto price discriminate.Thus, unlike in previous research,one importantcharacteristicof this setting is
that there is no consumerheterogeneity.
Familiaritywith the client's decision problemalso means
that the nature of competition is fundamentallydifferent
from that studied in previous research. Here, firms may
know in which phase of the informationacquisitionprocess
the client is. As a result, they can estimate the clients' willingness to pay for an opinion in every stage of the client's
decision process. Because the value of a second opinion is
contingent on the content of the information purchased
before, informationsellers face an inherentlydynamic pricing problem.In particular,when setting prices, they need to
consider whetherthey will sell a first or a second opinion.
A key new finding in this setup is that undersome conditions, competing informationsellers price in such a way that
they sell informationto the same clients in differentphases
of the clients' informationsearch processes. The lower quality firm sells a firstopinion to all clients, some of which will
also buy a second opinion from the higherquality firm for a
higher price. This outcome is referredto as temporaldiffer6For models with a monopolistic informationseller, see, for example,
lyer and Soberman (2000), Pasa and Shugan (1996), Chu and Messinger
(1997), and Raju and Roy (2000). Here, the situation in which the information seller is involved in fixing the diagnosed problem is not modeled.
Wolinsky (1993) and Emons (1997) show that the relevantquestion in this
case is the moral hazardof the expert in overstatingthe customer's problem. The presentarticle does not deal with moral hazardissues.
7Because the information produced is customer specific, the client's
decision context is generally explained to the expert. Also, the client will
not (cannot) hire several experts simultaneously.For example, companies
do not hire several consultants simultaneously for the same project, even
though they shop aroundfor consultants.
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entiation, because it leads to a softening of competition
between firms.
It is important to distinguish temporal differentiation
from two related concepts: (1) vertical differentiationand
(2) temporaldiscrimination.In vertical differentiation(see,
e.g., Moorthy 1988), the outcome is similar in some
respects, namely,that there is a positive correlationbetween
firms' qualities and equilibriumprices. However, there are
importantdifferences. First, under vertical differentiation,
no consumer buys both products.Second, whereas in vertical differentiationconsumerheterogeneityis clear from the
beginning, in this case it is generatedthroughproductconsumption. In particular,in equilibrium,all consumers purchase from the lower quality firm first, and a subset of these
consumersalso consults the higherquality firm. Such "pathdependent" consumption is foreign to vertical differentiation. Last, in vertical differentiation, firms never benefit
from competitive entry.Temporaldifferentiationis also different from the notion of temporaldiscrimination,in which
a single firm chooses to price discriminate between segments of its customer base with different valuationsfor its
product.In the context of temporaldifferentiation,two firms
choose to sell information to the same client in different
time periods, and the expected value of informationdepends
on when the informationis purchased.
The notions of path-dependentconsumption and contingent consumer valuationsare relatedto models presentedby
Wernerfelt (1996) and Zettelmeyer (1999). These articles
examine a situation in which the buyers' willingness to pay
for a good depends on how much the buyers know about
their valuation for the good. Thus, by first providing consumers with information,a firm may subsequentlybe able to
sell its productprofitablyat a higher price (if only to a subset of consumers). The presentstudy is somewhat different,
because here, information is the core product (i.e., not
decoupled from a physical good). Because giving information to consumers means selling the core product,firmshave
no incentive to "teach"consumersunless the firms can profitably sell several information products to the same consumer, a case that is briefly discussed subsequently.
THEMODEL
In what follows, I first build a model that describes the
clients' underlying decision problem. Then, I characterize
the information sellers and the product space, under the
assumption that information characteristics(in particular,
quality) are exogenous. An extension shows that depending
on the cost of providing quality, the results do not change
even if firms endogenously choose their quality levels.
Throughoutthe article,a specific example is used to illustrate the model: that of a monopolistic firm that seeks the
help of consultantsto determinethe demandfor its product.
The client is a monopolist that is the only potential user of
the information(as discussed previously,in privateinformation marketsconsumer heterogeneityis absent). It is important to mention that this context is analytically identical to
other contexts in which client-specific informationis produced and sold by competing firms.
Client
Consider a monopolist (the client) with the following
simple decision problem. The monopolist produces a
durableproductat constantunit cost c. It faces a rectangular
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demandcurve:Its customers'willingness to pay for one unit
of the productis r > c. The monopolist does not know the
size of the demand;it only knows thatthereare two states of
the world (denoted L and H) with equal priorprobabilities.
Without loss of generality,it is assumed that in state L the
demand is 0, in state H the demand is 1, and r = 1 (i.e.,
0 < c < 1). The monopolist is risk neutraland seeks to determine the quantity,Q, to produce. Withoutfurtherinformation, its expected profit is En = [Pr(D = H) - c]Q, which is
maximized by choosing Q*, where
Q*

=

c
0if Pr(D=
H)<
IifPr(D= H)>c.

With a uniform prior, the monopolist chooses to produce
one unit if and only if c < 1/2.8 However, the monopolist
could purchase informationfrom a consultantto refine its
view of the world and improveits productiondecision.
Consultants
There are two consultants that may produce and sell
information to the client about the state of the world.
Consultant i's product is a prediction about the demand,
denoted si (i = 1, 2), and is assumed to be producedat marginal cost ki, which is relatedto the level of effort needed to
produce the information.If the consultantbelieves that the
demand is 0, then si = 0; otherwise, si = 1.
The model assumes that each consultantoffers only one
informationproduct(i.e., firms cannot engage in discrimination). When is this assumption likely to hold? In many
informationmarkets,productquality (e.g., the reliabilityof
a forecast, the validity of a recommendation)is not directly
observableat the time of purchase.Most of these situations
involve humanjudgment based on expertise or experience
(e.g., a doctor'sdiagnosis, strategicmanagementadvice). In
such cases, it is difficult to implement discrimination,that
is, to provide different levels of quality for judgment. Furthermore, in such markets,perceptions of quality develop
over time through repeated confrontation of the seller's
informationwith reality.This imperfectprocess implies that
sellers need to deliver consistent quality over time to build
reputation.In such a case, a high quality firm may be reluctant to offer a low quality product in light of its long-term
objective to maintain its reputation.If ex post it is hard to
remind potential customers that the lower quality product
was basedon a less thoroughanalysis (andofferedat a lower
price), it may be risky to engage in a discriminationstrategy.
In other cases, observing and thereforecommunicatingthe
quality of informationmay not be difficult. These situations
often involve informationthat is generated with a specific
piece of equipmentor researchtechnology whose diagnostic characteristicsare well understood(e.g., a computerized
tomographyscanner,a standardmarketingsurvey).Then, an
informationseller holding several such technologies (e.g., a
medical lab, a marketresearchfirm) could easily price discriminate on the basis of these technologies' well-known
reliabilities.In summary,this assumptionis likely to hold in
situationsin which informationis based on humanjudgment
and experience, the quality of informationis hard to com8The assumption of a uniform prior is not restrictive, because
higher/lowerc essentially results in the same range of decision weights as
the ones producedby differentpriors.
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municate, perceptions of quality take time to develop, and
firms worry about their reputations.
Another question is, What is the implication of relaxing
the assumptionthat firms offer only one informationproduct? Solving a general model in which each consultanthas
differentand multiple quality levels provedintractable.It is
likely, however, that the key differentiationresult does not
hold in this case. As expected, in a model in which both consultants have the same low and high quality products,there
is perfectcompetitionbetween firms, and equilibriumprices
drop to marginalcosts. This suggests that in a competitive
setting, discriminationmay not be an optimal strategy for
private informationsellers, even when it is easy to implement. However,the presentmodel falls short of providinga
thoroughverificationof this conjecture.
Without loss of generality, suppose that Consultant I is
"better"than Consultant2. This asymmetrymay representa
difference in reputationor levels of experience for producing information,and for the moment, it is assumed to be
exogenous. In the case of doctors, for example, Consultant1I
may work at a more prestigious institution or have better
credentials. In the case of consultants, a firm may be perceived as better because it has more contacts or experience.
To capturethis asymmetry,the productsare assumed to be
characterizedby their accuracy,qi (thus, q, > q2), and their
correlatedness(dependence), p. Firm i's accuracyis simply
defined as qj = Pr(si = ID = 1) = Pr(si = 0OD= 0). It is
assumed thatqi > 1/2 V i; thatis, the consultants'predictions
are informative.It is also assumed that a betterinformation
product needs more effort to produce;that is, k1 > k2. The
measureof productdependence is p = Pr(si= xlsj = x) V i ?
j, x = 0, 1. Notice that p is a probability,not a real correlation, though it capturesthe same concept. Furthermore,p is
not independent from the
and in the Appendix, it is
+ 2qlq2- (q, + q2), where 6 =
shown that 1 - 28 ? p ? 1qi's,
(q, - q2 )/2. When p = 1 - 28, the consultants'information
sources are perfectly correlated,and when p = 1 + 2qq2 (q, + q2), they are "independent."9In summary,the (qi, q2,
p) parameterspace can be thought of as the productattribute space, which is assumed to be common knowledge.
Monopoly
First, the model for a monopolist is solved. The monopolist can sell only a single productto the client. It will simply
price the product at the value of information.It is easy to
show that if 1/2 < q < max (c, 1 - c), then the expected value
of acquiringinformationfrom a single firm,denotedU, is 0.
The reason is that, in this case, whateverthe newly acquired
information is, the decision based on the prior will not be
changed.lo Thus, from now on, assume that q1 > q2 > max
(c, 1 - c). Then the monopolist charges the value of information, denoted U:

9The two informationsources are nevercompletely independent,because
they are linked by the underlying "truth"(the true value of D). Independence in this context means that it is only the underlyingtruththat links
them. Here, only positive correlation between the samples is allowed,
because this is the practicallyrelevantcase.
lOForexample, assume thatc < 1/2 and q < 1 - c. Then, a priori,the client
chooses Q*= 1. However,even after s = 0 is observed, the posteriorprobability of the event D = H is I - q. Staying with the original action (Q*),
expected profits are nr= (I - q) - c. Because q < 1 - c, this profit is larger
than 0 (the profit underQ = 0).

Lemma1:Assumethatq > max(c, 1 - c) and2k < min(c - 1
+ q, q - c). Then,the monopolistchargespM= U,
where

U =J[c-(1
=(q

- q)]/2
c)/2

ifq > 1 - c > c
ifq >c> 1-c.

Competition
Second, consider the case in which the client can acquire
information sequentially from firms. In each time period,
the client buys the informationproduct,which maximizes its
net surplus, which is the value of information minus its
price. Thus, the client keeps buying informationas long as it
finds informationproductswith positive surplus.When the
client stops buying information,the game is over, because it
is assumed that the client makes a decision on production
quantity.This search process is consistent with traditional
search models in economics (see, e.g., Weitzman1979).lI In
Period 1, the client can buy informationfrom one of the
firms or nothing.If the client buys nothing,then it makes the
decision on the basis of its prior,the game is over, and firms
are left with zero profits. If the client buys informationin
Period 1, it looks at the informationand, in Period 2, has the
option to buy the informationproductof the second firm.
As mentioned previously, firms are familiar with the
client's decision problem. In particular,there are two distinct periods, because firms know whether the client buys
informationfor the first or second time. Furthermore,it is
assumed that if the client buys informationfor the second
time, the firms also know the contentof the first information
product.This assumptioncan be relaxed and the results do
not change. As is shown subsequently,the reason is that
given the prices, the mere fact of purchasing information
from a second firm reveals the content of the information
deliveredby the firstfirm.This is becausethe value of information is contingent on the content of the first diagnosis.12
Another problem with this assumption is that the second
firm may use the firstone's study.This is truein practice.An
expert will rely on the results of the examinationsof previous experts, for example. This idea, however,is capturedby
the measureof correlatedness,p.
Firms price their products for both time periods. Again,
this feature is related to the special character of private
information markets, namely, that (1) firms are consulted
sequentially and (2) prices are not posted but ratherare set
through a consultation process. As is shown subsequently,
the substantiveresults do not change if firms are restricted
to choose a single, posted price for bothperiods.In what follows, subscriptsare used to identify firms, and superscripts
are used to identify time periods. For example, pit denotes
the price of firm i (i = 1, 2) in period t (t = 1, 2). For marginal costs, it is assumed that k1 ? k2 (i.e., the betterquality
firm has higher marginalcost) and c - 1 + qi > 2ki, i = 1, 2
IINotice that the demandside of the model is not new. What is original
about the model is that the cost of acquiringinformation(i.e., the price of
information)is endogenous, because the suppliersof informationare also
maximizing agents.
12Forexample, in the second period, a second opinion is only valuable,
say, if the first diagnosis gives D = L. Then the firmcan price according to
the value of informationcontingent on st = I= L, because when st = I = H,
the value of informationis 0 anyway.
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Figure1

(i.e., costs are lower than the value of informationfrom any
single seller). To help interpretsome of the results,two additional quantitiesare introduced:

SUMMARY
OF OUTCOMES

Definition:Let 8 = (q, - q2)/2 and
AverageQuality:(qI+ q2)/2

I((1-p)(1 -2c)/2
1(I-p)(2c-1)/2

ifq >l1-c> c
if q > c > 1-c.

The difference between the firms' qualities is essentially
represented by 8; g is harder to interpret.The Appendix
shows thatg basically measuresthe added value of an additional informationproductcomparedwith a single one.
Next, it is necessary to assess the value of the client
acquiring an additional information product after it has
acquiredone already.This value will dependon which product was bought first by the client. The following two lemmas
summarize this analysis for both of these cases when c <
1/2. For c > 1/2, the results are conceptually identical.
Lemma2: Assume that c < 1/2 and the client has already
fromFirm1. Whenthis inforacquiredinformation
= 1),the
mationpredictsthatthedemandis high
(slI
value of Firm2's informationproduct
is V22 = 0.
When the informationacquiredin the first period
predictsthatthedemandis low (s I = 0), V22= max
(0, g - 8).
Lemma3: Assume that c < 1/2 and the client has already
fromFirm2. Whenthis inforacquiredinformation
mationpredictsthatthedemandis high(s21= 1), the
valueof Firml's information
productis V12 = max
(0, 8- p). Whentheinformation
acquiredin thefirst
periodpredictsthatthedemandis low(s21= 0), V12
8+ jg.
Corollary1: If firmi sold its informationproductin the first
in the second
period,thenthe priceof information
periodis pj =
V2)j =/ i.
max(kj, pricefor buyinginformaCorollary2: The client'sreservation
tionin thefirstperiodis equalto thevalueof a single information
product.
The first corollary is straightforward:
Any firm selling in
the second period will price the informationat its value.This
value, however, may be less than the cost of producingthe
information,in which case thereis no second-periodmarket.
The second corollary states that the client anticipatesthat in
the second period, all the consumersurpluswill be extracted
by the informationseller (Corollary 1); therefore,the value
of buying information from a particularfirm in the first
period does not contain any option value (i.e., expected surplus) of buying additional informationfrom another firm
later.13
Now the equilibriumprices can be calculated. Given the
dynamic game, subgame perfectequilibriain pure strategies
are sought. The proposed equilibria provide a complete
characterizationof the game in the sense that the conditions
for the existence of the proposedoutcomes cover all param13Thisresult makes use of the assumptionthat the firm that sells in the
second period knows the content of its competitor'sproduct.Withoutthis
assumption, however, the substantive results do not change. Then, the
second-period seller must decide which first-periodoutcome (forecast) to
take into account for pricing its informationproduct.The client can anticipate this problem and can calculate the expected surplus(if any) it can get
in the second period. Then, the client's reservationprice in the first period
is the value of informationplus this expected value.

Low

Medium

High

Temporal
Differentiation

Pure Strategy
Equilibrium

Highqualityfirm sells in
secondperiodwith

Low qualityfirm
has no business;

Mixed

probabilityl/2;pC > pm.

pC< pm.

Strategy

Lowqualityfirmsellsin

Equilibrium

Marginal

firstperiod;pC=
pM.t
Pure Strategy

Both firmscompetefor second
period business;
pC > p.m

Large

difference,

k-k2re
Strat
Equilibrium
Equilibrium

Low quality firm sells in
first period; pC <pm.

Small

Highqualityfirmsellsin second
periodwithprobability1/2;
pC <pM

eter regions of the game. In other words, undereach condition, there is a unique, subgame perfect equilibriumin pure
strategies.Furthermore,the conditions together exhaust all
feasible parametercombinations.
The game has three qualitatively different outcomes,
which are summarizedin Figure 1. The outcome in which
firms temporallydifferentiatetheir products is considered.
This constitutes the central result of the article. Next, two
outcomes are describedin which thereis no temporaldifferentiationbut ratherfirms compete for selling informationin
the same, either the first or the second, time periods. For
expositionalpurposes,only the case in which c < 1/2 is considered.The case in which c > 1/2 leads to identicalresults.
The Case of TemporalDifferentiation
Proposition1. Assume thatqI ? q2 > 1 - c > c and c - 1 +
>
qi 2ki V i. If
(Condition1) 1 - c + k2 +

< (q +q2)/2 < 1-c+kI +1k

,

then Firm 2 sells informationin the first period and Firm 1
sells informationin the second period with probability1/2.
= - +
The equilibriumprices are Pl > (i + 8 +
ki)/2, p2 (c 1
q2)/2, and p2 = 8 + I. In this equilibrium,Firm 2's profit is
equal to its monopoly profit, whereas Firm l's profit is
higher than its monopoly profit.
This equilibriumcorrespondsexactly to the idea of temporal differentiation and is generally consistent with the
real-life outcomes in which firms explicitly market their
productsas first and second opinions, respectively.The firm
with less reliable information is consulted first in equilibrium, and the higher quality firm is only consulted contingent on the first firm's forecast (on average, with probability 1/2). More important,there is a systematic difference
between the prices of first and second opinion services, the
price of a second opinion being significantly higher (even
higher than the monopoly price of the high quality firm).
When is this outcome likely to happen? Condition 1 provides an answer.First,accordingto Condition 1, the average
quality of informationmust be between some boundaries
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that are largely defined by the difference between the firms'
marginal costs. In particular,under Condition 1, the two
firms must have sufficiently different costs and/orqualities.
The more similar firms' costs are, the smaller is the parameter region defined by the condition;that is, the less likely it
is that Condition 1 is fulfilled. With symmetric firms (i.e.,
identical costs), this equilibriumcan never exist. Similarly,
if marginalcosts are negligible for producing information,
this equilibriumcan never occur. This feature is markedly
different from the results of previous research on public
informationmarkets, in which the same productis sold to
many consumers. In those studies, marginal costs do not
play a role in marketoutcomes.
Another importantfeatureof this equilibriumis that neither of the firms is hurt by competition.14The higher quality firm benefits from the existence of the lower qualityfirm,
because its expected profit is higher than monopoly profits
would be. The intuition behind this outcome is intriguing.
The informationof the lower quality firm is unreliable.If it
reinforcesthe decision based on the priorand c alone, however, then the client is confident enough to make the decision without furtherinformation.However, when it contradicts the prior decision, the client is more "confused"than
before; that is, the value of a precise piece of information
becomes even higher than before. In essence, the lower
quality firm screens the marketfor the higher quality firm.
In equilibrium, the higher quality firm sells informationin
the second period only half of the time but is still betteroff
than if it were a monopolist.
Outcomes with No TemporalDifferentiation
In this section, dynamic equilibria,in which firms do not
(cannot) differentiate their services temporally,are considered. First, a set of outcomes in which both firms compete
for the first-periodbusiness is analyzed.
> 1 -c > c and c - I +
Proposition2. Assume thatqq1
I>
>
V
i.
If
qi 2ki
(Condition2)

1 - c + ki + [t < (q, + q2)/2,

then both firms have an incentive to capture first-period
business and their (expected) competitive profits are lower
than monopoly profits. There are three possible outcomes:
1. If k ? + 8 and8< k - k2,thenFirm2 getsfirst-period
busiIt
ness and
the equilibriumpricesarepi = k, andp2 = k, - 8.
thereis no businessfor Firm I in the second
Furthermore,
period.
2. If k ? It + 8 and 8 > k1- k2 or if k1< t + 8 and 8It > kgbusinessandtheequilibrium
2k2,thenFirmI gets first-period
pricesare pl = 8 + k2andp2 = k2.Thereis no businessfor
Firm2 in the secondperiod.
3. If k < I + 8 and8 - I < k - 2k2,thenFirm2 getsfirst-period
businessandequilibriumpricesare p' = (8 + pI+ kl)/2 and
p2= (t - 8 + k1)/2.Thereis businessfor FirmI withprobability1/2in thesecondperiod,andthesecond-period
pricefor
informationis p=

+ i.

14Althoughour model does not explicitly consider the possibility of one
specialist recommending another,this result is consistent with the general
observationin the medical professionthat specialists are comfortablereferring their clients to their colleagues. Also, the higher profits enjoyed by
Firm I could be kicked back to Firm 2 for referrals.These referralscould
subsidize Firm 2 and furtherincrease the profits of Firm I.

The message of Proposition2 is quite simple. Both firms
are trying to capturefirst-periodbusiness (most of the time,
there is no second-periodbusiness at all), and the firms' production costs decide which is in a better position to do so.
When the difference between the firms' qualities, 8, is large
comparedwith their cost difference, the betterquality firm
wins the pricegame anddrives its competitorout of the market. In the opposite case, it is the lower quality firm that
wins. In the latterscenario, the betterquality firm may have
a "backup"in the sense thattheremay still be some business
remaining in the second period. The interestingquestion to
ask is, Why do firms try to capture first-periodbusiness?
Condition 2 provides an answer. It indicates that the products have high quality and/or they are correlated.In other
words, the value of anotherpiece of information(gi) is small.
That is why both firms try to be the first to sell their products. This results in harshprice competition between information sellers, and competition definitely hurts a monopolistic seller (profitsare lower than monopoly profitsfor both
firms). This equilibrium is consistent with the observed
competition among accounting firms, in particular,with the
strategy called "lowballing,"in which firms tend to price
their services close to marginalcost.
The last equilibriumof the game is when both firms prefer to sell informationin the second period. An interesting
feature of this equilibrium is that, in this case, firms still
must consider the first-periodbusiness; otherwise, there is
no market at all (i.e., somebody must be the first to sell
information).As a result, in this case, only a mixed-strategy
equilibriumexists.
Proposition3. Assume thatqI q2 > 1 - c > c and c - 1 +
qi > 2ki V i. If
(Condition3)

1 - c + k2+ I

2
(q +q)/2,

then both firms are trying to sell informationin the second
period. There is a mixed-strategy equilibrium in which
In
prices in the second period are p = 8 + g and p2
the first period,firms choose their monopoly prices, (c - .1 +
qi)/2, with probabilityVi, and a higher price with probability I - yi, where
2(c 1+ q%)- 4kj
c- I +qq- 3ki
+p.;
Expected competitive profits of both firms are higher than
monopoly profits.
Here, in contrastto the outcome describedin Proposition
2, both firms try to sell informationin the second period.
Even though the actual outcome might be the sequential
consultationof two firms, the order in which firms will be
consulted is random.In this sense, there is no temporaldifferentiation between the firms. Furthermore,under some
conditions-namely, when in the first period both firms
price above monopoly prices-the client does not buy information at all. In this case, the client makes a decision on
productionquantitywithout consulting any of the firms. In
terms of prices, although in any individual outcome the
price of a second opinion is higher, the average price firms
charge is high (higherthanthe monopoly price), but it is not
significantly different for the two firms. When would such
an outcome happen?Condition 3 providesan answer:when
informationproductsare unreliableand their correlationis
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low-that is, when the value of an additionalpiece of information (It) is large.
According to Condition 3, such equilibria are likely to
happenin privateinformationmarketswith high uncertainty.
Competitionamong the big IT analyst firms, which provide
firm-specific advice in the volatile high-tech sector, is an
example. Indeed, in addition to multiple consultations and
generally high prices, Information Week's (Violino and
Levin 1997) recentsurvey of 300 informationsystems executives reveals that the general consensus among users is that
IT analysts' services are of low quality. Analysts are criticized by the majorityof executives for providing generally
unreliable information. Similar trends (multiple consultations and high prices) are reportedfor the top four IT analysts in anothersurvey by ComputerWorld(1997).
DISCUSSIONAND CONCLUSIONS
The previous sections presenta model to explore pricing
behavior in marketsof private information,in which firms
produceand sell informationthatis of value mainly to a specific client. Outcomes are identified by which firms differentiate their productstemporally;that is, they price in such
a way that clients consult them systematically in the same
phase of their learningprocess. In this way, the findings provide a rationale for the existence of special second-opinion
services and distinguish the conditions under which such
practices are likely to be observed. The outcome of temporal differentiationis consistent with the anecdotalevidence
on price and quality levels as well as the patternof multiple
consultations in markets for second opinions. Beyond
explaining a new phenomenon, the findings provide additional normativeinsights comparedwith previous research.
In particular,they draw attention to the way appropriate
pricing can lead to a reductionin competition throughdifferentiation.They also point to conditions underwhich such
a strategy can be implemented. In this respect, the role of
marginalcosts for producingprivateinformationis in sharp
contrast with the findings of previous researchthat is based
on static models.
The model includes several assumptions, which need to
be discussed. It was assumed thateach firm knows the content of the informationthatwas previouslysold to the client.
As shown previously,this assumptionis not restrictive,and
relaxing it does not change the results.The reason is thatthe
client's intention to buy an additional piece of information
reveals the content of the previous informationproduct.A
related restriction is that there are only two states of the
world (H and L). With a continuum of states, the client's
intention to buy would not completely reveal the content of
the first-periodinformation.Still, it would help the firm selling in the second period learn about the content in a
Bayesian fashion and use this informationfor pricing in the
second period. In such a model, firms selling in the second
period would not be able to extract the total surplus from
consumers.
Another assumption in the model is that firms choose
prices in both periods.As is shown, this assumptionmay be
related to prices being set through a consultative sales
process-that is, firms are familiar with the client's decision. Then, from a technical point of view, a price charged
in the first period is not credible in the second period,
because the client's willingness to pay for information is
known to have changed. However, institutionalconstraints
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and the informationsellers' lack of sophisticationmay prevent the updating of prices. One of the interestingfeatures
of the model is that the substantivefindingsdo not change if
firms are restrictedto set a single price for both periods.15
The reason is thatthe "action"takes place in the first period.
When it is decided which firm sells in the first period, that
firm will not compete for second-periodbusiness.
Finally, the model considers a duopoly.What would happen if multiple independentcompetitorssell information?It
is unlikely that temporal differentiationwould occur with
more than a few sellers (firms are never observed offering
"thirdopinions,"for example). The reason is that the value
of an additionalpiece of informationdecreases rapidlywith
the number of informationsources. The model is relevant
only if competitionis restrictedto a few firmsor when firms
have significant market power. Similarly, firms were
restrictedto sell only one informationproduct.As discussed
previously, the selling of multiple information products
(high and low quality) may lead to increasedprice competition, which suggests that in a competitive setting, discrimination is not an optimal strategyfor informationsellers.
The concept of temporaldifferentiationmay be relevant
in consumption contexts other than information.A basic
driver behind the results is that consumption of the two
informationproductsis sequentialand path dependent.The
consumption of one product influences the willingness to
pay for a competing product. This aspect of the problem
may be found in other consumption contexts, an example
being the situationin which consumersadopt a productcategory gradually,and throughthe process, they learn about
their own preferences. For example, a consumer might
decide to try tennis and buys a cheap tennis racketto determine if he or she enjoys the game. Upon finding the experience positive, the consumer might invest in a higherquality
racket. Notice that in this case, the low quality product is
essentially an information product, because a significant
portionof its value comes from finding out more about tennis. Although this problemis similar to this context (as well
as the one explored by Wernerfelt[1996] and Zettelmeyer
[1999]), care should be taken when the results are generalized. Other product contexts are generally dominated by
additional issues, the most importantamong these being
consumer heterogeneity.In contrast, in privateinformation
markets, the path-dependentnature of consumption is the
central issue for pricing.
There are opportunitiesfor both theoreticaland empirical
research in the area of informationmarketing.A direction
for theoreticalresearchis to endogenize informationproduct
quality by relating it to the discrepancybetween its content
and the truth in a dynamic setting, thereby providing an
endogenous account for sellers' reputations. Empirical
research in the area of informationmarketinglags behind
15Witha single, posted price set by each firm, the equilibriumprices correspondingto temporaldifferentiation(Proposition 1) are Pi = 8 + g and
P2 = (c - I + q2)/2. In Proposition3, underposted prices, firms randomize
between theirprevious second-periodmonopoly price and theirfirst-period
monopoly price. In both cases, consumer behavior remains exactly the
same. The only difference underposted prices is that in Proposition2, there
would be mixed strategyequilibria:Firms have an incentive to cut price to
win the first-periodprice war, but after a certain point they are willing to
obtainthe second-periodbusiness instead;this gives the competing firmthe
incentive to raise price and so forth. Still, the substantiveresult of harsh
price competition remains valid.
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theoreticaldevelopments,at least on the supply side. Recent
studies, including this article, propose several hypotheses
about competitive patternsbut can only show anecdotalevidence to supportthe theories. Empiricalresearchbased on
systematicallycollected industrydata would be valuablefor
the field.
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